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Staff Management l SMX has been providing workforce management solutions across
the US and Canada for more than 30 years. Their experience and expertise in matching
candidates with jobs results in a better hiring and on-boarding experiences for new hires
and more efficient transitions into new positions.
Staff Management | SMX’s experience has also given them an advantage in staffing
efficiency. Because staffing solutions are their core competency and what they do, they
know how to find talent quickly. Some of their customers use them as their local
recruiting department because of the extraordinary speed and efficiency with which
SMX meets their staffing needs. That doesn’t mean that SMX takes any short cuts, but
they are faster and more efficient, which is what job candidates are looking for, too.
Who likes to wait?
The mission of Staff Management | SMX is to, simply put, connect people with work.
Staff Management l SMX clients count them on to provide their business with quality
and dependable staffing solutions. In doing so, they also provide valuable and relatively
fast employment opportunities to people in communities where they live and work.
To the individual who is interested in working with SMX, they can offer you attractive job
opportunities with a variety of companies that meet your short-, medium- and long-term
employment needs. Whether you are most interested in schedule flexibility, learning a
new skill, getting back into the workforce or starting your career, they have options and
may even have the perfect fit for you.
If your goal is long-term employment, many businesses turn to Staff Management l
SMX’s employees to fill openings in their permanent workforce, providing SMX
employees with a path to be hired by companies they most want to work for. This path
to a permanent job is often a faster one than if they had applied directly with the
company themselves.
The main thing that sets SMX apart from other staffing companies is their experience,
size and reputation. SMX is one of the largest providers of staffing services in North
America and Canada, they help many large companies meet their staffing needs by
creating ongoing work opportunities for employees. SMX has positions at a variety of
skill levels with different full- and part-time work schedules, giving their associates a lot
more choices.
Unlike temporary staffing agencies, SMX does not require their associates to sign a
contract that requires them to work with SMX for a specific amount of time before
offering benefits and bonus packages. In fact, if an SMX associate makes such a
positive impression with a client that the client wants to quickly offer the associate a
permanent job, SMX considers that a win for their customer, for their associate and for
them. Isn’t that what connecting people with work is all about?
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The specific positions SMX is hiring for expand from day-to-day, but they usually have
opportunities in manufacturing, transportation, logistics, and warehouse support. Staff
Management | SMX encourages interested workers to visit their website at
apply.smjobs.com.
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